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   Fact Sheet | Wasps	


Avoid panic this fall—take preventive steps now!

Remember last fall when kids were getting stung by wasps and bees, principals were panicking and you were busy trying to satisfy your teachers’ needs? Want to avoid the panic?

Now is the time to inspect buildings for bee or wasp activity. Nests are just being formed and can be controlled now. Don’t wait until fall when nests are large and insects are more aggressive.

Identifying and inspecting for hives
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Clockwise from	left:
European Paper Wasp builds her nest, the beginnings of a Bald-faced Hornets’ nest.
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Wasp hives are about the size of a quarter, and hornet hives are
about the size of a golf ball.  Each hive will have one to four insects	in
them.  There is not a defense mechanism now because the hive is	so small.

Paper wasps have been extremely prevalent over the past few years, but they are more easily controlled now. These nests are
easily identified by their open combs. This species is not very aggressive—they just look it, especially because they pick bad
places to nest. They love playground tires, roof vents, dumpsters, bleachers, fence pipes and corners of doors and windows.

Be sure to inspect all of the following:

Dumpsters. Ensure bags are sealed. Use twist ties, duct tape or tie an overhand knot. The traditional two- or four-corner custodial tie does not seal the bag. If you have thin bags double the food bags. These recommended bag procedures are only necessary in August and September, but if implemented throughout the year they can also help with fly and rodent problems.
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Rinse dumpsters after emptying and then spray them down with Eco Wash to remove odors and food sources that attract insect and rodent pest. We also suggest caulking or foaming shut small openings on the channels around the dumpsters and in the lids. This will provide a long term solution to the problem.

Playgrounds. Inspect playgrounds for wasps. Seal all holes in pipes and around screws with caulk or aerosol foam insulation. If you are building a new playground, include caulking of joints and screw holes in the specifications.

Roof Vents. Change belts and filters now, as waiting until fall is an invitation to get stung. Do not change belts and filters in late July, August and September.

Fences. Seal open ends with foam. If you are adding fence line, spec in closed pipe end caps. For plastic pipe fence covers, use a pump-up or backpack sprayer and use the mix described earlier.

Walls. If you notice bees flying into holes in mortar or gaps around doors and windows, let us know. Do not use hornet spray or caulk the hole shot – ever!

Removing hives

Use Eco Wash Cleaner mixed at 4 ounces per quart in a pump-up sprayer to loosen and remove the nests as well as remove pheromones. Lemon Joy mixed at 4 oz. per quart also works, and some people add it to Eco Wash Cleaner. If you do this, use four ounces of each. Do this in the early morning or late evening. Knock down the nest and throw the comb away.

